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~Michael Gerber
The E-Myths Mastery

Every business is transformed by people from the outside. Experience cannot change your
situation. That is experience will not have expedientially significant changes to your business.

Move out of your business and work on it, not in it Literally move out of your business.

Create what Michael calls my dreaming room chair and.4 white boards.

My business is not uniform

Remember to make 100,000 cold calls a year. 100,000 cold calls a year.

Awaken the entrepreneur within.

-Small business don't work,1he people who own -them do. That work is-tactical work. not strategic
work. Demonstration of not working in your business your working on it

Is My Company the perfect system?

Take a commodity and turn it into a product Take a product and turn it into a brand. IE Starbuck's
took-a small coffee, called ita tall coffee, and charge $3.50 for it. How theytumed a product into
a brand.

The entrepreneur leader of a company must become a master of business design. See
www.inthedreamingroom.com

An entrepreneur should ask himself; "'What is my dream?" To direct a number otsmau companies
to deliver a product could be an example. Another is Mohammed Humas, who wrote a book
called "Banker to the Poor".

Another question is "What is missing in this picture?" How can you create a Miracle? It starts with
a dream, then it becomes a vision, then it becomes a mission, and then you have a purpose.

A dreamer has a dream, then he's a thinker, then he's a story teller, then he's a leader. A good
idea has a great result. The vision Michael Gerber had was to become the McDonalds of small
business consultant, He wanted to "change trow small business works. His mission was to create
a turnkey consulting system for his company.

What is the meaning of your company?? You must ask yourself that.

Who are we going to sell our company to? Everyone has a COD = Crap Out Date.

My company is my prototype. Companies are organized into three categories: Enterprises,
Businesses, Practices. They really start with a practice, a few of them move onto be businesses
and only a handful of those become enterprises.

The first step in growing any business unit is lead generation, second is lead conversion, and the
third is service or product fulfillment

The first question you need to ask yourself is "What is my central demographic
customer/prospect?"
Don't forget we need to turn a product into a service and a service into a product.
The second thing is "What is this psycho-demographic of my potential customer?"
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'The third thing you -need to :ask yoursetf is "Wben:people usually:buy this product or service, what
is missing?" Whatever it is that they are misSing, create that and -get it to them. And you'U have a
product out of a commodity that you 'can 'brand.

What is the great result? The great result is that this will make you preferentially unique to your
client.


